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SCANNER WITH COUPON VALIDATION 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention is the ?eld of bar code scanners. More 
speci?cally, the invention relates to point of sale bar code 
scanners, and the problems of efficiently validating redemp 
tion coupons used at retail stores. More broadly, the inven 
tion is concerned with the redemption of anything of value 
bearing a bar code in a retail purchase transaction, including 
food stamps or other redeemable certi?cates. 

Point of sale (POS) bar code scanners are in wide use in 
retail situations such as grocery stores, drug stores and 
general merchandising stores. Many of the stores which 
utilize or could utilize POS bar code scanners for scanning 
products for purchase also routinely honor coupons which 
grant the bearing customer a speci?ed rebate on the purchase 
price of speci?cally identi?ed items, usually within a pre 
scribed period of time, prior to an expiration date. Each 
coupon usually specifies the item, its size, the value of the 
coupon against purchase of the item, and the expiration date. 
A customer may receive these coupons in several ways, such 
as from newspapers or magazines, from direct mail adver 
tising, from purchase of another product, or of the same 
product at an earlier date, or from coupon books. 

in typical use, these redemption coupons have been 
returned to the manufacturer or distributor of the affected 
products, for validation and reimbursement to the retail store 
by the manufacturer or distributor. The manufacturers or 
distributors have required this as a condition of reimburse 
ment to the retailer. 

However, this practice has been cumbersome and time 
consuming for the retailers and also for the manufacturers. 
Further, there was no guarantee to the manufacturer or 
distributor that the coupon was actually used within the 
allowed time period since there was a lag in time between 
redemption to the customer and return of the coupon to the 
manufacturer. The manufacturer did not even have su?icient 
control to assure that the proper purchase occurred for 
acceptance of the coupon. 

Recently, there has been a move among manufacturers, 
coupon distributors and retailers toward a system in which 
return of the redeemed coupons to the manufacturer or 
distributor would not be necessary. A Joint Industry Task 
Force of food retailers and grocery manufacturers has been 
working on a uniform type of system for this purpose. The 
Task Force has been charged with setting standards and 
expediting the installation of coupon scanning and electronic 
clearing. it has been determined that bar codes will be put on 
redemption coupons. In such a system, strict validation and 
securing procedures would have to be followed at the point 
of sale, and with an appropriate reporting procedure to the 
manufacture so that validated, genuine transactions could be 
accurately reported and reimbursed to the retailer, eliminat 
ing or reducing the discretion of the check-out person. 
One ultimate aim of such automated coupon processing 

can be electronic clearing of redemption coupons, similar to 
electronic banking, wherein the manufacturer is debited and 
the retailer credited automatically, eliminating several levels 
of manual clearing. 
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2 
In contemplation of such a retail point coupon validation 

system. Advanced Promotion Technologies has marketed a 
system under the name Vision 500 Coupon Eater which 
consists of a redemption coupon reader and invalidator. 
invalidation can comprise shredding or inking. This piece of 
equipment was designed to be used in connection with a 
point of sale retail bar code scanner, with information from 
the POS scanner sent to the coupon reader/shredder as to the 
content of the consumer items presented for purchase. The 
auxiliary coupon reader and shredder could then validate the 
actual purchase of each item as speci?ed in the coupons 
presented for redemption, and validation could be made 
electronically in this way, with credit issued to the customer 
for redeemed coupons. 

While the described auxiliary coupon reader system 
would appear to address the problem of e?icient coupon 
validation, it required an additional piece of equipment and 
a cable interconnection with a product bar code scanner. It 
was connected generally between the scanner and the POS 
system (the terminal or cash register), and as such poten 
tially could degrade product bar code reading performance. 
In this sense, the described previous system was inefficient 
and costly as compared to the present invention described 
below. 

Another device aimed at validation of coupons is dis 
closed in US. Pat. No. 4,839,507. However, the system of 
that patent involved a separate machine for dispensing coins 
in redemption of coupons and it involved insertion of two 
coupons simultaneously. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the present invention, a point of sale 
bar code scanner integrates the functions of coupon scan 
ning, validation and securing with a ?xed POS scanner 
normally used for scanning items for purchase. In one 
embodiment, the scanner utilizes the same reading beam for 
the reading of bar codes on redemption coupons as well as 
on products for purchase by the consumer. The same scanner 
housing can incorporate both functions. In another embodi 
ment, a different reading beam can be used for coupons, and 
a wholly separate scanner can be provided, but with the 
same decoding and/or operating software as well as hard 
ware used for both functions. 

Principal aims of the invention are to make the coupon 
redemption process faster than conventional methods, in 
order to speed the checkout process and make the clearing 
process more e?icient, as well as to provide a space-efficient 
and ergonomically e?icient system at the checkout stand. 
Through software associated with bar code decoding 

logic, a comparison is made between information on a 
redemption coupon and information representing items 
already presented for purchase, as determined from decoded 
bar codes of those items, and a decision is made as to 
whether the redemption coupon is valid and redeemable in 
this transaction. The decision preferably is based on whether 
the correct speci?c item identified in the coupon bar code 
has actually been purchased. It can also be based on the 
current date, for determination as to whether the redemption 
coupon is currently valid or has expired. 

In one embodiment, the bar code scanner simply receives 
the redemption coupon face down on the product scanner 
window, and decode logic of the scanner identi?es the bar 
code as belonging to a redemption coupon, then makes the 
comparison and validation of the coupon for the particular 
transaction. A credit can be issued automatically for the 
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coupon redemption amount. Software is included for mak 
ing the coupon identi?cation, comparison and validation. 

Additionally, there may be included a validated coupon 
receiving slot, into which must be fed a validated coupon for 
storage, shredding or other type of validation/cancellation 
before the scanner or cash register is enabled to complete the 
customer’s transaction. 

In another embodiment, the product scanner has a special 
beam exit window through which the scanning beam is 
diverted when it is signi?ed that a redemption coupon is to 
be read. This diversion can be a movable mirror. 

There preferably is provided a special door for receiving 
redemption coupons. The opening and then closing of this 
coupon door may be connected to generate a signal that a 
redemption coupon rather than a purchased product is being 
read, to move a scan mirror from its normal position so as 
to divert the reading beam to form an alternate coupon 
reading scan pattern, and to enable a separate coupon 
decoding logic and comparison/validation logic. The latter 
logic compares the coupon bar code information with infor 
mation on the list of products which are being purchased by 
the consumer in the transaction, and can also take into 
consideration the current date, and validates the redemption 
coupon on these bases. 

The special coupon door in one embodiment opens to a 
slidable stage or tray which receives a coupon face down. 
Closing of the coupon door will cause the movement of the 
coupon stage to move the coupon across a ?eld so as to 
assure a reading by the beam as scanned in the coupon 
reading scan pattern. 

In this embodiment, provision preferably is also made for 
removing a coupon, once validated, to a storage or cancel 
lation area to prevent the possibility of re-use. 

In another embodiment, the special coupon door opens to 
slot in a counter top or in the scanner itself or a side housing 
connected to the scanner. A sensor can be provided to sense 
the presence of an item in the slot, rather than relying solely 
on the opening and/or closing of the coupon door. The sensor 
then activates a motor which moves a mirror to divert a laser 
scan beam to pass through to the attached or integrated 
coupon reading device. As it passes through the slot, the 
coupon is scanned and read by the beam, which may be 
through a clear window which helps completely seal the 
coupon scanner from the entry of dirt and debris into the area 
of the beam, scanning mechanism and collection optics. 

Once the coupon has been found valid and redeemable, 
the coupon can be fed through the slot with a motor and into 
a secure area beyond the reach of checkout personnel. This 
may be simply a secure bag or it may involve punching, 
shredding, inking or mutilating of the coupon to prevent a 
subsequent use. If the coupon is properly cancelled by 
physical indication of cancellation immediately after being 
found redeemable, it generally need not be placed in a secure 
container. 

It is therefore among the objects of the present invention 
to enable automated and reliable validation of redemption 
coupons (and other bar-coded items redeemable for value) at 
a point of sale retail stores, without the need for returning of 
redeemed coupons by the store to the manufacturer. An 
accompanying object is to accomplish this using a single bar 
code reading beam, i.e. the beam already provided with the 
POS bar code scanner, and/or common collection optics or 
decode software, so as to result in an economical and 
e?icient system with minimal space requirements. 

Other and further objects of the present invention will be 
apparent from the following description and claims and are 
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4 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings which, by way of 
illustration, show preferred embodiments of the present 
invention and the principles thereof and what are now 
considered to be the best modes contemplated for applying 
these principles. Other embodiments of the invention 
embodying the same or equivalent principles may be used 
and structural changes may be made as desired by those 
skilled in the art without departing from the present inven 
tion and the purview of the appended claims. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram and schematic indication of 
principal components in one embodiment of a retail bar code 
scanner with coupon validation, according to the principles 
of the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram similar to FIG. 1, but showing 
another embodiment of the invention wherein a different 
arrangement is employed for reading redemption coupon bar 
codes. 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are simpli?ed block diagrams showing 
different embodiments of systems of the invention. 

FIGS. 3 and 3A are schematic views in perspective, 
showing a counter top bar code reader and indicating two 
arrangements for interrupting a bar code reading beam to 
divert it from a normal product scan window and to form a 
coupon reading scan pattern at another location. 

FIG. 3B is a simpli?ed schematic view in perspective 
similar to FIG. 3A, and showing a variation of the embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 3A. 

FIGS. 4 and 4A are perspective views showing a counter 
top with a product bar code reader and a separate door in the 
counter top for coupons, as in the embodiment of FIGS. 1 
and 3. FIG. 4A shows the door in an open position. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic perspective view, exploded, show 
ing one embodiment of a coupon reading and handling 
apparatus, such as may be used in conjunction with the 
coupon door shown in FIGS. 4 and 4A. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic perspective view showing another 
form of coupon receiving and reading apparatus in conjunc— 
tion with a counter top bar code reader, again corresponding 
to the embodiment of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 7 is a sectional elevation view, partially in perspec 
tivc, showing the system of FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is a perspective view showing a retail point of sale 
counter situation incorporating coupon reading into a POS 
scanner. 

FIG. 9 is a sectional elevation view showing a part of the 
system of FIG. 8. 

FIG. 10 is a view similar to a portion of FIG. 9, but 
showing a diil‘erent position of a coupon receiving slot. 

FIG. 11 is a sectional side elevation view showing another 
preferred embodiment of the invention, relative to coupon 
handling through a door. 

FIG. 12 is a view showing a “Code A” UPC coupon bar 
code. 

FIG. 13 is a view showing a proposed new lCode 128" bar 
code extension/for additional data. 

FIG. 14 is a simpli?ed ?ow chart representing a system in 
accordance with the invention for product bar code reading 
and coupon reading. 

FIGS. 15A, 15B, 15C, 15D and 155 comprise an 
expanded flow chart diagram representing the system of the 
invention. 
























